REPORT OF CITY BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN STREET SAFETY COMMISSION
December 05, 2018 – 9:00 AM
Police Department, Room 122 – 933 Michigan Avenue, Stevens Point, WI 54481
PRESENT: Commissioners Roark, Fehrenbach, McComb, and Borski.
ALSO PRESENT: Associate Planner Kearns, Mayor Wiza, Alderperson Jennings, Assistant Chief Zenner, Police
Chief Skibba, Cassidy Cyest, Donovan Risen, Taylor Hale, and Tim McKnight.
1. Call to Order.

INDEX:

2. Persons who wish to address the committee for up to three (3) minutes on a non-agenda item*
Discussion and Possible Action on the Following:
3. Report of the November 7, 2018 meeting
4. Legislative update and discussion of proposed Automated Vehicle legislation
5. Update on active transportation education for employers
6. Final report on the 2018 bicycle and pedestrian counts
7. UWSP initiative to create a pride crosswalk on Fourth Avenue
8. Pedestrian/car crash nearby the intersection of Business 51 & Madison St
9. Complete Streets Resolution (discussion only)
10. Staff update
11. Adjourn
1. Call to Order.
Present: Roark, Fehrenbach, Borski
Absent: O’Meara, McComb
Chairperson Roark announced that Item 8 would be heard after Item 2, to which there were no objections.
2. Persons who wish to address the committee for up to three (3) minutes on a non-agenda item*
Commissioner Borski noted that the members list on the agenda packet was inaccurate.
Alderperson Jennings (District one) asked when an alternate member was going to be appointed, to which
Chairperson Roark asked Mayor Wiza if he could address the question.
Mayor Wiza briefly explained that while filling a permanent member position was more pressing, several
applications had been received for the alternate position, with a projected December Common Council
meeting to confirm that appointment.
Alderperson McComb arrived at 9:04 AM.
Discussion and Possible Action on the Following:
8. Pedestrian/car crash nearby the intersection of Business 51 & Madison St
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Item 8 was moved to this point in the agenda.
Chairperson Roark read a handout of the news report published by WSAW staff for the pedestrian car crash
at the intersection of Business 51 and Madison Street.
Assistant Chief Zenner, in charge of operations, thanked the commission for their time. He provided the
following information regarding the case:
1. Event took place November 5th, around 5:35 PM.
2. Weather conditions were impactful on the accident. It included low visibility and wet roads.
3. 50-year-old male driver, 57-year-old male pedestrian, both from the Stevens Point area. The
pedestrian survived the crash.
4. State Patrol was called upon to conduct a total accident reconstruction, which was done in an event
of serious injury or fatality. While the accident reconstruction report had not been completed, it was
explained that the vehicle had been driving northbound with a green light. The pedestrian, who had
been walking eastbound and who was nearly at the curb, was struck and went over the vehicle. The
driver of the vehicle did not see the pedestrian, nor did they realize they had struck a pedestrian
until they pulled into a bank parking lot and saw the individual in the roadway. Realizing what had
occurred, they contacted the police. The pedestrian was then air lifted to a Marshfield hospital.
5. Alcohol was a contributing factor in the accident, with the pedestrian’s blood alcohol level found to
be .49, noting that write-ups had been done indicating that a .40 level could lead to death from
alcohol poisoning. As such, the level was extremely high.
6. Witnesses had been at the scene, with one witness indicating that the light control had been green,
in addition to indicating that the pedestrian had been running. Whether the pedestrian had seen the
vehicle or not was unknown.
Mayor Wiza commented that a .49 level was almost six times the legal limit, to which Assistant Chief Zenner
stated that a .08 level was the legal limit for driving, but nonetheless a .49 level was extremely high.
Commissioner Fehrenbach asked for clarification on who had the alcohol content levels, to which Assistant
Chief Zenner confirmed it was the pedestrian in the crosswalk.
Alderperson McComb asked for clarification if the pedestrian had been running, to which he Assistant chief
Zenner confirmed accurate, but noted that they were not sure whether the pedestrian had seen the vehicle.
Commissioner Fehrenbach asked if the pedestrian could have been jogging, to which Assistant Chief Zenner
noted that running for sport was unlikely, but could not say for certain.
Chairperson Roark asked for confirmation if the driver had not seen the pedestrian, to which Assistant Chief
Zenner confirmed that the driver had not seen him, nor known what he had hit at the time of impact,
reiterating that the driver had pulled into a parking lot and then noticed the male victim in the road.
Chairperson Roark asked if the speed was known, or whether it would be known without the accident
reconstruction report.
Assistant Chief Zenner confirmed that they did not know the speed for certain, but that data had been
downloaded from the vehicle, explaining that newer vehicles had computerized chips that allowed for
downloading of pertinent information at the time of impact. However, he had not seen the data, nor had
there been any skid marks at the scene. Overall, everything had been consistent with the driver not seeing
the pedestrian, and with the information provided to them.
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Commissioner Fehrenbach asked how dark it would have been, to which Assistant Chief Zenner explained
that it had been dark when he arrived on the scene, after the pedestrian had been air lifted. The accident
time would have been consistent with dusk, so there was low visibility. Additionally, the intersection was at
a curve, so that also played an impact.
Commissioner Fehrenbach asked if there were lights at the intersection, to which traffic and street lights
were confirmed to be present.
Alderperson McComb stated that she lived near the area, and usually one had to move quickly to cross the
intersection, to which Assistant Chief Zenner confirmed that it was indeed a wide stretch of road as a fourlane with a median.
Chairperson Roark asked if the median was a pedestrian island, to which Alderperson McComb noted that
one could stop and wait there.
Commissioner Fehrenbach added that there was traffic light posted in the median, to which Assistant Chief
Zenner confirmed accurate.
Chairperson Roark asked for any additional questions, to which there were none. He thanked Assistant Chief
Zenner for his time, and asked that they speak at a future time if any pertinent information relating to the
commission came to light.
3. Report of the November 7, 2018 meeting
Motion by Commissioner Borski to approve the report of the November 7, 2018 meeting; seconded by
Commissioner Fehrenbach.
Motion carried 4-0.
4. Legislative update and discussion of proposed Automated Vehicle legislation
Chairperson Roark noted that Commissioner O’Meara was to lead the discussion regarding the item, but
unfortunately he was not present. Possible postponement of the item was brought forward as he referred
to the handout.
Mayor Wiza, while not familiar with the bill, noted familiarity with some of the automated vehicles going
across the country. He also recommended signing up for update alerts for specific bills through the
Wisconsin legislative site, which would trigger a notification email any time there was action on those bills.
Alderperson McComb asked if it could be done with federal bill alerts, to which Mayor Wiza noted that he
was unsure, but imagined it would be a similar process.
Motion by Commissioner Borski to postpone the Agenda Item 4; seconded by Commissioner Fehrenbach.
Motion carried 4-0.
5. Update on active transportation education for employers
Chairperson Roark reminded the commission about their discussion in the previous month regarding active
transportation education for employers through a summit in lieu of an Open House that was previously held
as the Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee. Seeing as the commission generally seemed in favor of the idea,
the Chairperson had moved forward with discussing the idea with Todd Kuckkahn, Executive Director for the
Portage County Business Council. Their conversation had led to the idea of plugging the Chairperson, or the
commission, into three existing and reoccurring events:
1. A workshop during Young Professional’s Week – April 23, 2019
2. Presentation at the Business Exchange – July 10, 2019
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3. Business After Hours event – February 17, 2020
Chairperson Roark had additionally connected with Derek Bell, of Ascension’s Employer Solutions, and
discussed an opportunity to present at Central Wisconsin Worksite Wellness Network Meeting, a quarterly
event that revolved around employers that want to focus on the wellness of their employees. The
prospective meeting would occur in March, with either the Chairperson or another commission member
presenting. Both connections would allow the commission to plug into existing events and reduce the work
to create and plan a new event.
Commissioner Borski stated that she was familiar and had attended the events stated, noting positively that
they were also already established events, rather than a brand new one.
Commissioner Borski inquired about their roles in the events, to which Chairperson Roark stated that it
depended on the amount of members attending the meeting, adding that if three or more members were
present, it would need to be posted and announced as a meeting.
Chairperson Roark stated that he would continue to work out the specifics with Mr. Kuckkahn and Mr. Bell,
then reach out to a member at a future date to see if they would be interested in assisting. If it ended up
being something bigger where they needed additional assistance, they could notice it as a public meeting.
Chairperson Roark asked for comments from the audience.
Alderperson Jennings (District one) suggested that given the type of venue, the commission should work
with City staff when presenting, to not only remain unified with the City, but to add legitimacy.
Associate Planner Kearns noted that he would assist in any way he could.
No action was taken.
6. Final report on the 2018 bicycle and pedestrian counts
Commissioner Fehrenbach reminded the commission of being provided final data for the 2018 Bicycle and
Pedestrian counts at a previous meeting, to which he had taken the feedback from and inserted it into a
final presentation that would be brought before the Common Council. The final report had been included in
the agenda packet. He asked for final feedback if they felt amendments were warranted.
Commissioner Borski asked how many years the counts had been taken, to which Commissioner Fehrenbach
stated a total of three years, with the first two being conducted as the Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee,
and the most recent as the Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Commission. Prior to the three years, Portage
County had conducted a county-wide count.
Commissioner Borski asked if the location of the counters changed frequently, to which Commissioner
Fehrenbach noted that there had been minor changes in terms of adding or removing locations, such as
dropping all locations outside the City limits for the county-wide count, as well as adding a count location for
Stanley Street and Minnesota Avenue, but overall the locations were consistent.
Commissioner Borski asked if the dates the counts had been taken were consistent, to which Commissioner
Fehrenbach confirmed that the dates had remained consistent with recommendations from the National
Bicycle and Pedestrian Documentation Project which included one weekday count and one weekend day in
mid-September. The time windows when the counts were conducted had also remained consistent.
Chairperson Roark suggested that in the future they look at additional sites that may be congruent with the
TAP Grant and street reconstruction projects. He also noted that the Police Department may know of
additional sites that were not being covered.
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Commissioner Fehrenbach agreed with the Chairperson’s suggestion, and added that while they had a
counter at the intersection of Division Street and Franklin Street, a counter at the intersection of Reserve
Street and Main Street may be warranted, especially if they were to create a contra-flow bicycle lane per
existing plans. Lastly, he noted that their efforts were all based on volunteers, so the more that came
forward, the more they would be able to do.
Chairperson Roark stated for clarification that the report would be presented to the Common Council on
December 17, 2018, to which Commissioner Fehrenbach confirmed correct.
Commissioner Fehrenbach was commended for his efforts with the bicycle and pedestrian counts.
No action was taken.
7. UWSP initiative to create a pride crosswalk on Fourth Avenue
Chairperson Roark explained that the UWSP Student Government Association (SGA) had passed a resolution
to create a pride crosswalk on Fourth Avenue between Reserve Street and Isadore Street, which was a main
thoroughfare at the University. The proposal would be to repaint the crosswalk into a new configuration.
Alderperson McComb asked if it was the crosswalk leading from the gymnasium, to which Chairperson Roark
confirmed accurate.
Chairperson Roark further added that the noted crosswalk easily held the largest pedestrian count in the
City on a daily basis. While they were not going to enter into a full discussion, he wanted to introduce the
item and further explained that a meeting with Director Beduhn and the SGA representative to discuss the
possible crosswalk improvement was forthcoming. He noted the importance of continuing to meet street
design standards and manuals, as well as safety, visibility, reduced distractions, and proper street functions.
Chairperson Roark lastly stated that he had received a prepared letter from Police Chief Skibba. The letter
was read into the record, of which concerns were stated in regards to the proposed pride crosswalk,
specifically issues relating to safety, distractions for motorists, and uniformity for traffic controls. The letter
also recommended that no alterations to crosswalks be currently considered that were not supported by
federal or state guidelines, and of which had no supported research for increase in safety to the user.
Chairperson Roark reiterated that while they would not enter a full discussion due to pending details, they
would take general comments. Commissioners had the following comments:
1. General support for the pride crosswalk, but brought forward support for a raised and
enclosed pedestrian bridge-type crosswalk.
2. A definition was requested for the pride crosswalk; to which it was explained that it was a
configuration of different colors to form a rainbow. While there were several color
variations, it was often used universally to represent inclusiveness.
3. Noted that the crosswalk in questioned was one of the few where motorists stopped for
pedestrians, as opposed to the crosswalk at Division Street and Franklin Street. It seemed to
act as a model of a crossing where motorists adhered pedestrians crossing if improvements
were to be made.
4. Comment that the area was dangerous for bicyclists, noting that people were so focused on
watching pedestrians, that they often missed bicyclists, to which the Chairperson confirmed
that there were no bike facilities.
5. Comment that bicyclists were not attentive either, noting that they were often talking or
texting while biking.
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6. Comment that a raised crosswalk would act as a traffic calming measure, and a painted
crosswalk could act in a similar fashion. Examples of two intricately painted crosswalks in
the City of Wausau were provided, adding that while present, they were very different
corridors when compared to the City of Stevens Point.
7. Personal support stated so long as vetting of safety was performed, in addition to working
within the manuals and guidelines for street design.
8. Potential opportunity to move forward as municipalities have more control over their
roadways, noting a difference between highway, county, and interstate roads.
Tim McKnight (2101 Oak St) provided testimony in which he described dangerous conditions at Fourth
Avenue crosswalks.
Mayor Wiza stated that it was his understanding that the item would be postponed.
Chairperson Roark confirmed that full discussion would be postponed, but noted his intention to announce
the item, as well as read the letter from the police chief. He had not expected the letter, and it had been
received after the fact, so due to the timeliness of it, as well as for the sake of transparency, the letter was
read into the record, to which Mayor Wiza noted the understanding.
Mayor Wiza provided an update from the City side in regards to the resolution they had received from the
SGA, noting that they were working with them to see what options were available in moving forward. He
reminded the commission that the crosswalks were governed by the Department of Transportation of which
there were standards that needed to be met. Often time, those standards didn’t really allow for what they
were trying to do. He asked that when the BPSSC considered their involvement in the item, that they do so
with the safety factor in mind only. He noted his intention to do everything in his power to make it happen,
but also noted that he didn’t want to jeopardize safety in the process. He would continue to work with
representatives at the University, but asked that the commission not involve their personal feelings in the
matter.
Chairperson Roark stated that while he was not aware of the specifics, he knew it was possible to move
forward as he again referenced the two painted artistic crosswalks in Wausau.
Alderperson Jennings (District One) provided testimony, noting that several of the agenda items were tied
together. She explained that Stevens Point had a culture of people not noticing individuals in crosswalks, or
even stopping for pedestrians, regardless of it being state law to stop if an individual indicated the intention
to cross. Crosswalks did not even need to have stripes to be considered a crosswalk, she added, but every
corner of a street was considered as such by state law. She further stated that even police did not stop, and
asked that they do so and lead by example by setting that standard. Additionally, the Wisconsin Bike Fed
had programs to help communities raise awareness with crosswalk activities. They could even work with the
Police Department in the Fall in Spring, when student activity increased, to carry out these crosswalk
activities. While the changes would be incremental, they needed a starting place which required everyone
and all departments working together to make it happen, and a first step would be to get the Wisconsin Bike
Fed to the City in the Fall and Spring for crosswalk activities.
Further discussion on the item was postponed.
9. Complete Streets Resolution (discussion only)
Chairperson Roark announced that the Plan Commission had unanimously approved moving forward with
the Complete Streets Resolution. Further review would be conducted by the Board of Public Works and
Common Council. Additionally, there was good feedback from the Plan Commission to forward the
resolution to additional department heads such as Fire Police, and Central Transportation.
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Chairperson asked for questions from the audience.
Tim McKnight (2101 Oak St) asked for an update on how Fifth Street would be changing, to which
Chairperson Roark informed Mr. McKnight that it could not be discussed due to not being on the agenda,
and asked that non-agenda items be introduced under Item 2 in the future, but they could discuss further
after the meeting.
10. Staff update.
Associate Planner Kearns briefly explained that the Plan Commission had approved moving forward with a
previous item brought to BPSSC regarding the installation of a multi-use path in lieu of sidewalks within the
East Park Commerce Center, and final documentation would be forthcoming. Additionally, the
Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Code rewrite were moving forward, with potential to review items from the
Comprehensive Plan as early as January, and review the Zoning Code thereafter.
11. Adjourn.
Meeting adjourned at 9:54 AM.
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Attachments relating to Agenda Item 8: Pedestrian Crash
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Attachments relating to Agenda Item 4: AV START Act
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Attachments relating to Agenda Item 7: UWSP-SGA Initiative for Pride Crosswalk
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